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For Danish Protestant missionaries and aid workers in the Ottoman
Empire and Syria around WWI and the Armenian genocide, the
relationship between the ideology and practice of mission, rescue, aid,
(cultural) imperialism, Orientalist ideas, and respect and understanding of
local needs, cultures, and beliefs could be a complex one. This was not
least the case for Karen Jeppe (1876-1935), who worked as an aid worker
among Ottoman Armenians, mainly widows and orphans, from 1902 until
her death in Syria in 1935. Jeppe has been called “Denmark’s first
development aid worker,”2 as she, opposed to other Danish women with
Protestant backgrounds and beliefs doing similar work, did not see herself
as a missionary. Rather, she saw herself as an aid worker and rescue
worker, and, increasingly, as an activist working for national selfdetermination for the oppressed and dispelled Armenians who had been
first colonized and finally almost completely eradicated by the Ottoman
Empire. Jeppe defined herself as doing the exact opposite of the
missionaries: not undermining the mainly Orthodox (Gregorian, Apostolic)
Armenians as a national and religious group by imposing Protestantism on
them, but rather helping to restore or strengthen group coherence by
focusing on aid, education, industry, Armenian cultural heritage, and
national restoration.
This approach was reflected in her choice of organizational backing, as
she worked for the largely secular Danish Friends of Armenians (“Danske
Armeniervenner,” DA), although she was also formally attached to
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Johannes Lepsius’ Deutsche Orient Mission (DOM), in effect DA’s
German senior partner in the field.3 DA had several board members and
supporters who were priests and bishops from the Danish national Lutheran
Church, but it was founded and led by Danish-Jewish-Icelandic linguist
and writer Aage Meyer Benedictsen (1866-1927), a secular and antiimperialist intellectual, known as ”the interpreter for the oppressed
nations,” as he worked his whole life to propagate the idea of peaceful
national self-determination. While travelling in Persia and the Ottoman
Empire, Benedictsen had witnessed the devastating effects of the 1894-96
Abdul Hamid massacres on the Ottoman Armenians. And, in 1902,
Benedictsen was the person who, through his writings and speeches,
directly inspired Jeppe to leave Denmark for the Ottoman Empire to work
among the Armenians in Urfa until she had to leave the country in 1918
after WWI and the Armenian genocide.4
After WWI, from her base in and around Aleppo, Syria, Karen Jeppe
and her organization was working with both Protestant missionary
organizations, with Armenian nationalist and religious organizations, with
international organizations like the League of Nations (which defined itself
as working to secure the rights of both nations and national minorities),
with local Muslim Arab leaders and populations, and with the French
colonial regime in Syria. This was to not only give temporary aid to
individual Armenian survivors, but also to secure the survival of the
Armenian nation as such, i.e., in territorial as well as in cultural and
religious terms. In the process, Jeppe even became a commissioner for the
League of Nations, working to secure the release of the tens of thousands
of Armenian women and children from Muslim households who had been
forcibly abducted and converted during the Armenian genocide.
One of the main points of this article will be to examine how and why
a Western aid worker with a Protestant background operating in
predominantly Muslim areas (i.e., a person often associated with “cultural
imperialism,” Orientalism, and/or with being a representative or proponent
of colonialism) came to work as an activist for national self-determination
for the Armenians, a people widely regarded in the West at the time as
being “Oriental,” with most or all of the negative characteristics usually
associated with that designation. This means also having to show how the
often conflicting ideas of Western superiority, national self-determination,
Protestantism as opposed to Islam as well as to Eastern Orthodox
Christianity, internationalism, anti-colonialism, secularism, equality, race,
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etc., were being implicitly or explicitly negotiated by key members of the
DA and applied in the field by Karen Jeppe and her staff.
DENMARK AND WESTERN COLONIALISM AND IMPERIALISM IN
EARLY 20TH CENTURY MIDDLE EAST
As a relatively large part of the Danes involved with the Middle East in
the first part of the 20th century were missionaries, rather than soldiers or
colonial officials, a general treatment of the subject of Denmark and
Western cultural imperialism and Orientalist beliefs will have to deal at
some length with the role of these missionaries. It is a commonly held
perception among both Western and non-Western scholars of Christian
missions to non-Western countries that the individuals representing these
missions were per definition “missionary imperialists,” representing “a
belligerent European civilization.”5 Christian mission has been
characterized by Indian historian K. M. Pannikar as “a large-scale attempt
– to effect a mental and spiritual conquest as supplementing the political
authority already enjoyed by Europe.”6 In the process, indigenous religious
and cultural traditions were more or less destroyed in order to make way
for imposed values. Obviously, history has shown that there is much truth
in such assertions,7 but when applied as a doctrine, important exceptions
and nuances are ignored. Empirical studies of Western missions in the late
Ottoman Empire prove this to be the case: Christian missions and
missionaries could be seen, and could see themselves, as harbingers of
(cultural) imperialism, of religious change, of cultural preservation, of
modernity – understood as a desired development toward goals broadly
defined as “progressive,” but with no necessary direct association with or
link to Christianity or imperialism – or of some or all of the above.8
This ambivalence, if not schism, could be reflected in the minds of
missionaries themselves, as well as in the minds of members of the local
elites and populations. It is not a given that indigenous populations were
passive, uncritical recipients of what missionaries and aid workers had to
offer.9 Nor were Christian missions mere tools for Western imperialism or
Western economic interests, influenced as they were by particular national
backgrounds, denominations, ideologies, degrees of dependence and
loyalty towards political or economical establishments, local populations,
time, geographical locations, individual preferences, etc.10 In fact,
missionary objectives – first and foremost evangelization – could at times
be at odds with Western political and economic objectives. An early case
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in point is the reception in the first half of the 19th century of the first
American missionaries by Western diplomats: “To the last man the corps
of foreign diplomats were either indifferent to American missionaries or
openly hostile to them, while the American Chargé d’Affaires,
Commodore Porter, entertained views of the Turkish-American Treaty of
Commerce (1830) that completely ruled out all missionary enterprises.”11
A significant, although not always dominant, strand of Christian
belief(s) is the belief in the fundamental equality of all human beings, a
belief which holds an important critical potential in opposition to the very
principle of colonialism which rests on a fundamental view of the inherent
superiority of the colonizers over the colonized.12 In the case of Anne
Marie Petersen, Danish Mission Society (“Dansk Missionsselskab,” DMS)
missionary to India, such a belief, inspired by meetings with Mahatma
Gandhi, led her to defy her own organization as well as the British colonial
authorities to join the struggle for Indian independence.13 Another Danish
missionary, Oluf Høyer, who attempted to proselytize among the Muslims
of Yemen in the beginning of the 20th Century, was not opposed to all
aspects of British colonial rule in the region. But he was careful not to be
too closely associated with the British colonial authorities in the area, as
this would both restrict his independence and make him suspicious in the
eyes of the local populations. And the British authorities on their part
would not allow Høyer to proselytize in the interior of the country, as they
believed this could have potentially disruptive and destabilizing effects.14
To achieve a truly historical understanding of the relationship between
Christian missions and other Western involvements in non-Western
countries on the one hand, and Western (and in this case also Eastern,
Ottoman) colonialism and imperialism on the other hand, one has to look at
the historical evidence.
To examine the specific role of Danish missionaries and aid workers in
Middle Eastern colonial and imperial settings, one has to consider not only
their individual beliefs and backgrounds, but also their common national
and cultural background. Notwithstanding sometimes rigid scholarly
notions of Europeans in the Middle East as being, in essence, agents of
imperialism through their creation and sustaining of Orientalist beliefs
and/or colonialist practices,15 it seems reasonable to assume that there
could be significant differences between how, e.g., a Dane and a
Frenchman perceived him- or herself, and were perceived, in Syria in the
1920s. Furthermore, it seems equally reasonable to assume that there could
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be significant differences in the way such persons acted or could act in
such a setting. In this specific context, France was a large, still significant
European power with a colonial empire, a member of the victorious
Entente, and the de facto colonizer of Syria and Lebanon from the early
1920s. Denmark, on the other hand, was a small, neutral country in the
periphery of Europe, a country without colonial traditions or ambitions in
the region. During WWI, this status helped make Danish observers of the
Armenian genocide in the Ottoman Empire reliable and consistent sources
of information to this particular aspect of CUP (Young Turk) policies.16
And, as Jonas Kauffeldt argues, this status could also help make Danes in
the Middle East less prone to purport and sustain negative stereotypes of
the region:
Danes and others from countries or regions (the Netherlands,
Poland, Scandinavia as a whole, etc.) that lacked significant
political and economic power were people whose nations never
came to dominate, much less rule, lands in the Middle East. Falling
outside the power relationship inherent in the occupier-occupied
dynamic, they lacked the compulsion to necessarily justify or
legitimize their countries in the region. That ability to distance
themselves, at least symbolically, from those in power afforded
them an opportunity, though not one seized by all, to be more
objective and evenhanded in their assessment of the local people
and societies. As participants in the Orientalist discourse, these
representatives of smaller states constituted a part of the body of
Westerners asserting the power and authority to represent the
Other, but they were not inherently perpetuating the structures of
dominance or the endorsement of the same. Their contributions
instead added nuance, depth, and even challenges to the field,
widening the base of knowledge and interpretations available to
their audience.17
In other words, “the West,” no more than “the East,” “the Orient,” is or
has ever been a monolithic entity.18 Contemporary, explicit challenges to
the Orientalist discourse of inherent Western superiority are, though hardly
dominant,19 not hard to find in Danish publications either. For instance, in
1915, in the popular, Copenhagen-based journal, Illustreret Tidende, a
long-running theme was introduced on how Europe and Europeans were
viewed by non-Western observers in light of colonialism and the ongoing
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war. The first such observer was introduced as “a Chinese friend of a
member of the editorial staff.” He delivered several scolding analyses, like
the following one, printed in July 1916, which also serves to illustrate how
neutral European countries with a less known (although not necessarily less
bloody) colonial past, rather than present, could be perceived: “Which ones
of the peoples of Europe have kept their hands clean in relation to alien
peoples and races? Mention them for me, and I shall tell you which
European countries that have not joined the war. Has England not weighed
down on India and sucked its strength for two hundred years? Has France
not robbed the lands of brown and black men and hunted them, like one
hunts wild animals? Has Germany not treated the peoples under their yoke
worse than slaves; did they not 15 years ago, under cover of their religion,
break into this country like robbers and plundered worse than Dschengis
Khan? Has Belgium not deeds on its conscience that can only be compared
to what this country now has suffered? When I read about raped women
and children with chopped off hands, I thought of Congo and understood.
Will Europe soon learn to understand? If not, my precious friend, I think
that its time is over.”20
This does of course not mean that the Danish missionaries and aid
workers in the Middle East were immune to notions of Western superiority.
Missionaries in particular propagated the idea of the absolute or, at best,
relative truthfulness and superiority of their Protestant Christian and
Western beliefs and traditions over the beliefs and traditions of the peoples
of the Middle East. Such ideas often led to a rather arrogant “cultural
imperialist” attitude towards not only Muslims, but also towards Oriental
Churches like the Apostolic Armenian Church, which they considered to
be dead or dying.21 It was the stated goal of the Danish organization
Women Missionary Workers (“Kvindelige Missions Arbejdere,” KMA)
and similar organizations to convert Armenians into what was considered
true Christians, i.e., into followers of the preferred branch of Protestantism,
which was widely viewed as an intermediate step toward reaching the local
Muslim populations as well.22 The direct reason for the founding of the
Danish KMA was the continued suffering of Armenians in the Ottoman
Empire after the Abdul Hamid massacres, but the underlying aim was to
follow what was considered to be one of the key messages of the New
Testament: “It was clear to the founders of KMA that what was needed
was not only temporal aid, there was also a missionary task to fulfil, and
Armenia became the first mission field of the society.”23 Like their equally
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evangelical American Board colleagues, they too believed that “it was their
moral duty to redeem an errant mankind through active intervention.”24
Other contemporary Danish evangelical missionary organizations, like the
Eastern Mission (“Østerlandsmissionen,” ØM), founded in 1898 by the
Reverend Einar Prip, were initially directed solely towards almost
completely futile attempts at proselytizing among Muslims in the Ottoman
Empire, in this case among Arab Muslims in Syria, but the attitude towards
non-Protestant Christianity was equally hostile.25 As Prip himself wrote in
a letter sent from Jerusalem, 1898: ”Cold, barren, and rigid forms [of
religion] are more than plentiful here, but Death has marked them.”26
But although the missionary ideology will in the following be
contrasted with the beliefs and actions of Karen Jeppe and her
organization, it has to be noted that it is not the whole picture. There were
important similarities between the actions and ideologies of Jeppe and of
many missionaries. Some missionaries had or developed much less
prejudiced views of “Oriental” peoples like the Armenians, and tried their
best to embrace what was deemed by the 1910 World Missionary
Conference to be “[t]he graces and characteristics peculiarly Christian –
humility, gentleness, self-government, self-denial, love,”27 and it was
recognized by some how important it was to understand, rather than
condemn, the religions, traditions, political realities, and languages of the
mission fields.28 Missionaries and aid workers could also be allies in the
fight against anti-Armenian prejudice. This was particularly necessary, as
the arrogant attitude toward the Apostolic church was often supplemented
with outright racism against Armenians as a people, as is shown in the
writings of an American missionary in the Boston-based Missionary
Herald in 1909: “The Armenian characteristics of selfishness, ignorance,
pride, and quarrelsomeness are coming out as plainly under freedom as
under tyranny.”29 (Proto-)racist beliefs were abundant at the time,30 and
many Westerners and nationalist Turks alike shared views of Armenians as
being a “cunning race of merchants,” “the Jews of the Orient,” etc.31 For
instance, Danish journalist and traveller, Frantz von Jessen, wrote during
the 1903 uprising in Ottoman Macedonia that “all connoisseurs praise the
Turks at the expense of Greeks, Armenians, and Jews.”32 Contemporary
Armenians, too, could be acutely aware of this Western anti-Armenian
prejudice. A. P. Hacopian felt the need in 1917 to underline that, contrary
to popular beliefs propagated by European travellers with a superficial
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knowledge of Armenians, they did not lack courage, could excel in sports
like rugby, and were not greedier than any other group.33
Such anti-Armenian beliefs were a major reason that, in order to raise
the necessary awareness, sympathy, and funding in Western countries, the
“Oriental” Armenians were often “sold” by Danish and other Western
missionaries and aid workers to the general public as “(almost) like us,”
and/or as a people who had earned respect or redemption through suffering.
In the eyes of many Westerners, victims of suffering had (and perhaps still
have today) preferably to be easily identified as “similar to us,” and,
accordingly, Westerners involved with aiding or converting Armenians
often systematically countered these specific Orientalist notions by
stressing similarities rather than differences, positive rather than negative
traits.34 For instance, Karen Jeppe would consistently underline what she
believed to be either primarily “Western” or generally positive qualities of
the Armenians – e.g., Christianity, work ethic, honesty, moral conduct,
willingness to sacrifice. And within explicitly religious circles, it was even
sometimes implied that, by sticking to their faith through centuries of
oppression and persecution, culminating with the genocide, Armenians had
somehow redeemed themselves and their allegedly petrified Orthodox
Christianity, and had become the “martyred people,” a people to be
admired and respected as “keepers of the faith,” even if they remained
alien, “Oriental,” in the eyes of the Western beholder.35
Also, most Danish women missionaries shared with aid workers like
Jeppe what can best be described as feminist views. In recent years, the
existence of female missionaries had increasingly come to be viewed in
missionary circles as a natural and desirable development: “Both home and
abroad, [women] have a significant and ever growing part of the Crusade
of our time, the struggle for the heavenly Jerusalem.”36 KMA was in fact
founded as an organization with “women working for women,” and great
emphasis was put on female education and employment in the mission
field.37 This development, strongly influenced by Western missionaries,
seems to have been welcomed by a significant number of Armenians,
especially among the educated. As Ohannes Kilicdagi writes about the preWWI period in the Ottoman Empire:
The education of women was given remarkable importance, and
regarded as critical. This conclusion can be easily drawn from the
numbers given and articles written in the [Armenian] periodicals.
For example, Hovhannes Boujikanian wrote a series of articles
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with the headline “The West and the East”, in which he made
comparisons between several aspects of the life in the West and the
East. He allocated one of these articles to the woman question. In
this article, he says that there are huge differences between
women’s life in Europe and Asia. Women, the author says, have
many disadvantages in the East. They are isolated from public life,
“belonging to the kitchen.” They have no say in their own destiny.
They cannot even choose their partner; love is forbidden to them.
“Nature becomes silent when tradition speaks” in the East. […]
Unless freedom is given to women and their dignity is recognized,
civilization cannot be established.38
Other important similarities between missionary and aid worker
approaches toward the Ottoman Armenians became apparent during the
Armenian genocide, when relief (rather than “spiritual salvation”) was
needed on an unprecedented scale. Here, even the most fundamentalist
Danish Protestant missionary had to concentrate on providing aid to, first
and foremost, the Ottoman Armenians, but also to other Christian or to
Muslim groups of the empire, often risking their lives in the process.
Furthermore, not unlike Jeppe and DA, Danish missionaries and
missionary organizations were working almost completely independently
of the Danish state. Even though they generally had significant institutional
and/or personal connections to the established Danish Lutheran state
church, the organizations were independent, voluntary, and self-supporting,
and were often viewed as sectarian.39 And they also attempted to work as
independently as was practically possible of German and US missionary
organizations,40 organizations that were generally much more dependent on
the governments of their respective countries of origin than were the
Danish organizations.41
JEPPE AND BENEDICTSEN: BACKGROUND AND IDEOLOGY
As stated above, unlike Danish missionary organizations like KMA,
ØM, or the Industrial Mission (“Industrimissionen,” IM), neither DA nor
Karen Jeppe attempted to combine aid work with proselytizing. Karen
Jeppe’s background and world view assured that her attitude toward the
Ottoman Armenians was rather different from most Westerners working
among Armenians at the turn of the 19th century: she was deeply rooted in
a relatively liberal Danish Lutheran movement called “Grundtvigianism” –
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one of the two most influential Danish theological movements of the
nineteenth century – but she did not consider herself a missionary.42 Jeppe
shared the Grundtvigian emphasis on personal freedom, education, and of
human nature as being rooted in a nation – understood not primarily as a
political entity, but as an ethnic group possessing common historical,
linguistic, and cultural bonds – and the view that being a Christian was not
a matter of being judgmental, having the “right” denomination, or having
any specific religious experiences.43 Rather, “true” Christianity was a
matter of, for instance, having a personal relationship with God and Jesus,
of becoming a child of God through baptism,44 and Jeppe believed from the
beginning that Protestants ought not to speak of the “dead” Gregorian
Church, inasmuch as the Protestant Church could tear away the national
roots of the Armenians, separate them from the people.45
For Jeppe, this Grundtvigian outlook was combined with an interest
and belief in science and scientific methods. Jeppe’s father had encouraged
her to study nature, learn the Latin names of plants and animals, etc., and
her principal biographer, Ingeborg Maria Sick, stated that Jeppe’s very
approach to the Armenian people was “scientific” – i.e., anthropological: in
order to assist Armenians in the most effective way, Jeppe wanted to know
all about not only language, but of social mores, religion, traditions,
mindset – she wanted to “observe and be sensitive to the particularities of
the Armenian people, its faults and virtues, listen in to its very heartbeat, as
when she and her father listened in to nature’s secrets.” Only then could
she “stand shoulder to shoulder with the people, meet some of its needs,
pull it toward better conditions of life.”46 There is of course quite a bit of
essentialism on display here, typical of the zeitgeist – “the Armenian
people” as an almost monolithic entity, with the sometimes explicit
implication that Armenians acting or thinking outside that box were
somehow not true Armenians at all. But Jeppe’s attitude was also one of a
genuine desire and willingness to see that particular “other” in a realistic
way. And especially when faced by the effects of massacre, persecution,
and poverty among the Ottoman Armenians in the first decade of the 20th
century, she, as well as DA, considered it more important and appropriate
to help build up industrious Armenians rooted in their national culture, a
culture regarded as being in many ways synonymous with the Apostolic
Church. This constituted an explicit departure from the paternalistic
attitudes of Christian missions towards local populations.47 So, although
DA and KMA were from the outset engaged in various collaborative
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efforts,48 these organizations would often differ widely in goals and
methods.
For instance, even though shared experiences during the Armenian
genocide tended to make aid workers and missionaries approach the task of
rescuing Armenians from slaughter, abuse, or forced assimilation in similar
ways, there were still differences between the attitudes of Jeppe and, e.g.,
KMA missionary and nurse Maria Jacobsen, posted in Harput from 190719. Jacobsen, with missionary zeal, thoroughly despised Armenian
revolutionaries before, during, and after the genocide (they were seen as
disruptive and secular), and she would consistently urge Armenians to
literally go and meet their death without resistance. Almost all Armenians
in the region did in fact do just that, and although Jacobsen and other
missionaries asked the Turkish authorities for permission to join their flock
on the death marches and/or massacres, permission was denied.49 On the
other hand, Jeppe, who had previously been somewhat sceptical toward
Armenian nationalism as a political project, started during the genocide to
mourn the fact that no true, effective Armenian national movement, or
even Armenian national awareness, existed that could have somehow
prevented Armenians from being, as was the common contemporary
description, “slaughtered like sheep.”50
Also, when some Protestant Armenians in Harput were being offered
by the local organizers of the massacres and deportations the possibility to
be spared if they would convert to Islam, they turned to Jacobsen and other
Western missionaries to ask for permission to (pretend to) convert as a
means of survival. Jacobsen and some other missionaries then went from
door to door to urge the Protestants to become martyrs rather than
Muslims.51 This was not something that Jeppe chose to do, although she,
like Jacobsen, believed that Armenians that chose death rather than
Turkification and Islamization, when such a “choice” was indeed offered,
were the truly admirable ones. For Jacobsen and other missionaries, the
fact that many Armenian Gregorians in fact chose “martyrdom” was a
proof that Gregorianism was a Christian denomination that was to be at
least (and at last) grudgingly accepted as admirable under the
circumstances. This was “proof” that Jeppe did not need.
As for the other important DA profile, founding member and chairman
Aage Meyer Benedictsen, he had already at an early point in his career as a
writer shown himself to be an outspoken anti-colonialist and antiimperialist, although, even considering the times, not the most radical such.
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He was a proponent of principles of non-chauvinist national selfdetermination, principles not unlike some of the main principles behind US
President Wilson’s famous 14 Points presented in January 1918, during
WWI.52 From the early 1890s to his death in 1927, Benedictsen travelled
extensively around the world, among other things to understand why “we,”
as he stated in quotation marks, “Westerners,” “Europeans,” believed in the
right to rule other peoples.53 Benedictsen was, however, still impressed by
the perceived civilizing accomplishments of the British Empire, although
he also clearly believed that Western colonialism should be, at best, a
temporary state of affairs. As he wrote in a letter to DA board member
Ingeborg Maria Sick from India in 1908:
I still admire England’s huge deed in this part of the world that is
India, but it is true, I have also seen what England will not do what
must be her duty – to let the child feel that school is at some point
out, and that the day will come when the teacher has accomplished
his deed and must leave if the life of the young one is not to be
messed up and impossible. Unfortunately, everything points to the
fact that the teacher will not go until he is chased away, he has
himself become too happy about his own glory. First Japan, and
soon India, how this lesson serves our racial grandeur and our
predatory morals [“Røvermoral”] right. See, we have been, and still
are to some extent, of the opinion that we are the chosen masters.
That is why Our Lord made us white and the others dark – so that
we and they would always realize who were the leaders.54
In his writings at home in Denmark, Benedictsen described and
defended nationalist and/or egalitarian rights or struggles of, among others,
Finns, Poles, Balts, Serbs, Danes, Armenians, Irish, Indians, Jews, Yezidis,
while also analyzing and criticizing anti-Semitism and racism in general,
and defending the rights of oppressed majority populations like the
Persians and the Russian peasants against their rulers.55 In his first major
publication, Et Folk, der Vaagner (The awakening of a nation, 1895,
translated into English in 1924) about the Lithuanians under Russian rule,
Benedictsen argued in the very first paragraphs against opponents of the
principle of national self-determination:
At you, my opponent, I aim these opening words. Your superior
doubts whether the peoples’ desire for national self determination
is justified has more than anything enticed me to write this small
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book, as it has taken shape here. […] I have travelled a great deal,
know many of the peoples of Europe by more than their names. I
have preferred to dwell among those who have no ethnic
independence [“folkelig Selvstændighed”], those, whose land has
been marked on the map with the same colour as that of one of the
great ruling people’s. […] I have wanted to find out whether the
national principle really means that little, whether it is something
so external and random that it can be shed easily, like a change of
clothing, whether the national movements are only being kept alive
artificially from a still independent motherland, or by restless
minds or people who seek their own advantage, and who, in their
vanity, stir up worthless, indeed often harmful emotions. How
small the benefits from travelling would be, if one could not, as the
greatest reward, learn from these travels to see the peculiarities of
other peoples, and to respect other peoples asserting their right.
[…] The beautiful words that have been written about world
citizenship, about common struggle without regard to the small
barriers set by race and language, they are still largely hopes only
[…].56
This “pragmatic nationalist essentialism,” as one could perhaps dub it –
the nation and/or nation state as destiny and as a basic human right, if not
necessarily as ultimate ideal – is in fact not far from being a secularized
version of the ideas shared by Grundtvig and by Jeppe. Benedictsen did
describe himself as being not far from having “a Gypsy nature,” but, in
order to be able to understand and enjoy the places and peoples of the
world, he also believed that he had to belong to a specific place, in his case
Denmark.57 As DA chairman, these ideals were also what Benedictsen
consistently worked for regarding the Armenians – freedom from
imperialism and violent oppression, be it Russian or Ottoman, through
national self-determination. And he was quite consistent in his antiimperialism, which meant that, while explicitly stressing that he was and
felt himself to be Danish, he was also an outspoken critic of Danish
imperialism in Iceland, his mother’s birthplace.58 As he stated in 1917: “I
have chosen my standpoint, which is that every nation must have the right
to freely exercise its essence, given that it does not violate […] another
nation…”59 As the above suggests, Benedictsen was not blind to negative
aspects of nationalism, which he stated outright in a 1922 letter to DOM
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chairman Lepsius: “What a troubling sign for the cohesion
(“Zusammenhang”) of mankind when love of a nation becomes
religion...”60
Benedictsen was not free from sharing and disseminating popular
Orientalist beliefs – like when he described Teheran anno 1901 as
“modern,” and therefore disappointingly “un-Oriental” – but he never
seized to reflect on what he experienced, and he generally believed that
differences between peoples and places were dictated by conditions
(geographical, political, etc.), rather than by inherent traits.61 Also, he was
well aware of, and critical toward, what Said has dubbed Western
“discrepancies,” defined by Abdirahman Hussein as, among other things:
“[discrepancy] between the privileged colonial or neo-colonial official’s
experience (feelings of racial and cultural superiority; peremptory,
disciplinary power; self-assurance, ease, comfort) and that of the colonial
or otherwise victimized subject (daily drudgery, economic deprivation,
humiliation; implacable hatred of the foreign intruder; cultural and military
resistance) […].”62 To the extent that Benedictsen did subscribe to
Orientalist beliefs, these beliefs were far from being “inextricably tied to
Western hegemony.”63
Regarding the Armenian genocide, the very background for DA’s work
in Syria, Benedictsen was well informed and clear as to what happened and
who was to blame64 – for instance in 1922, in a reply to the Turkish
diplomatic minister in Copenhagen, Ghalib Kemal Bey, who had publicly
defended and rationalized, although not outright denied, the CUP
destruction of the Ottoman Armenians. Benedictsen wrote about this event
that it was a “shattering crime, probably the largest in the history of the
world: The attempt, planned and executed in cold blood, to murder a whole
people, the Armenian, during the World War.”65 But unlike many other
contemporary observers of the genocide, like Karen Jeppe, Benedictsen
was less prone to harbouring essentialist beliefs regarding the main
perpetrator group, as he did not believe that the fact that Turks spearheaded
the attempted annihilation of the Armenian minority meant that Turks as
such were an evil “race” or people. Also, he was attentive to Muslim
suffering.66 After having acknowledged that Muslims had suffered at the
hands of Christians in the years previous to WWI, not least during the
Balkan Wars 1912-13, he wrote that “it is also true that the sufferings of
Muhammedans finds less of an attentive ear, less sensitive minds in Europe
than does the sufferings of Christians. It is partly due to the instinct of
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brotherhood, but more so it is the clear understanding in the enlightened,
unbiased circles, that what causes all this horror is ‘Turkish misrule.’ It
breeds coarseness, cruelty, and desire for revenge. There is no reason to
accuse the ordinary Turk of having a lesser, less noble soul than the
Christian soul. I will not even discuss here the question regarding how to
decide who ranks lowest in a moral sense. It will lead too far. To me, the
unjust sufferings of Muhammedans are just as heartfelt as the sufferings of
Christians!”67
Karen Jeppe saw things somewhat differently, however. She was
fiercely independent, to a large degree even of her own organization and its
chairman, Benedictsen, although she did have a great deal of respect for
him.68 And, as the only DA member in the field during WWI, her
experiences were markedly different from those of the other members of
the organization. After having witnessed first hand the complete
devastation of the Armenians from her base in Urfa – death marches,
killings, rape, abuse, forced starvation, etc. – she had no sympathy
whatsoever for the Turkish people, or, during and immediately after the
genocide, for Islam in general.69 And, in a manner reminiscent of the
“Yellow Peril” scare of the beginning of the century, Jeppe would after
WWI warn against the dangers of “the East”: “It is a joy to me when
people admire our work, since that is the tribute owed to the Armenian
spiritual life and proficiency. Maybe they could thereby realize what we
owe those who have stood in the trenches for so many hundreds of years
now and guarded our culture against Asia.”70
These views were somewhat tempered or contradicted by her
simultaneous allegiance to the internationalist and humanist principles of
the League of Nations,71 and by the fact that some local Muslims, mainly
Kurds and Arabs, had secretly been aiding Jeppe’s aid and rescue efforts
during the genocide, risking their own lives in the process. As Kauffeldt
notes, she would also later modify her views on Islam – “Over time, Jeppe
would ease her general condemnation of Islam and Muslims, as she forged
strong bonds with Arab Bedouin in Syria, but the Turks she never forgave
as their persecution of the Armenian community continued throughout her
lifetime.”72 She could also, while retaining a perhaps rather condescending
attitude, be quite relativistic, as opposed to essentialist, in her
understanding of the peoples of the Middle East. In 1926, in a semifictional, almost Socratic, fashion, Jeppe approached the question of
“Western moral superiority” versus “Oriental cruelty and primitivity,” in
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this case the alleged inherent cruelty and primitivism of Kurds in Eastern
Anatolia. This was done in a serial based on the life of her Armenian
adoptive son, Misak Melkonian:
“But why must the Kurdish tribes always fight each other and
destroy everything?” “Well, what can one say? They are now at
that age where one does these kinds of things. Boys always fight,
too.” “Age? But they get as old as we do.” “The individuals. Yes,
that’s true enough, but the race, that’s another matter. By the way,
I don’t know if it’s dictated by age, but in Europe they acted the
same way a couple of hundred years ago, did they not? Finally,
they are not that much the wiser in Europe, the tribes have merely
grown so large that they are called peoples, that’s the whole
difference. The forays are called war nowadays, and they are
farther between since such a large apparatus has to be mobilized
before they can be started; but then they are that much worse when
they finally do start.”73
Like many other contemporary Westerners, Jeppe was here explicitly
questioning the moral superiority of “the West” vis-à-vis ”the East.” Such
doubts, together with related doubts as to whether “Western civilization,”
defined as Western technological superiority, was really the pinnacle of
civilization, had become particularly widespread in light of the massive
destruction of WWI. Belief in Progress with a capital P had been shaken,
and, as it has been eloquently stated, “The West suffered from a chronic
misgiving as to whether all the discipline and the toil it imposed on itself
and its bondsmen were not a worse vanity than the curling pipe-smoke of
the East.”74 The famed Danish Orientalist, Johannes Østrup, in his 1923
book on “Islam in the Nineteenth Century,” could even write as a
concluding remark: “Should it perhaps at some point be possible, through a
mixture in the right proportion of the harmonic inertia of the East and the
disharmonic energy of the West, to manufacture a whole new, rejuvenating
and refining cultural force? That is the question which, in relation to the
great problem of the Orient and the Occident, is the most important of all,
but also the question whose answer lies farthest in the future.”75 As for
evangelical Christians, only personal salvation really mattered, and some
believed from viewing their own societies that progress could be seen not
only as a positive force, like when it led to freedom from need and from
religious, political, and cultural oppression, and not least when it lead to
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literacy – a fundamental factor in spreading the message of the Gospel.
Progress could also lead to materialism and scepticism, which served to
undermine what they believed to be authentic Christianity.76
KAREN JEPPE IN SYRIA
Even though DA was an independent aid organization based on
humanitarian principles, and with an anti-colonialist chairman, they had
attempted to work with, rather than against, the Turkish authorities and the
local Muslim populations in the Ottoman Empire before WWI and the
Armenian genocide in order to assure the security and prosperity of their
operation and of the Ottoman Armenians. In the early 1920s, when large
numbers of surviving Armenians were living under destitute conditions,
including outright slavery, in what had now become the French mandate of
Syria, DA decided to take up work among these survivors from a base in
Aleppo. Jeppe, who had suffered a complete physical and mental
breakdown caused by her wartime experiences, had recovered sufficiently
and was to spearhead this work. In most ways, conditions had changed
dramatically, and now a colonial reality, substituting the Ottoman imperial
reality, had to be dealt with in order for the Danish organization to be able
to aid Armenians in the Middle East.
This meant that it was necessary for Jeppe and her organization to yet
again choose a pragmatic approach toward the enormous problems they, as
well as all of Syria, were facing. Ideally, Jeppe preferred that an
independent Armenian nation state was established in Eastern Anatolia, as
promised by the Western powers during WWI and in the Sèvres Treaty of
1920. As this solution grew ever more illusory, Jeppe and DA supported
initiatives like Norwegian League of Nations Commissioner Fridtjof
Nansen’s attempt to settle Ottoman Armenians in the newly established
Armenian Soviet Republic. To Jeppe, no admirer of the communist system,
this project showed some promise.77 Still, it was far from an ideal solution,
but, ever the pragmatic, she as well as Benedictsen believed that a Soviet
Armenian republic was better than no republic at all.78 But despite these
efforts, and although she never completely abandoned the hope that the
Armenians would one day be settled in an independent Armenian nation
state, Jeppe realized that the Armenians in Syria needed immediate
solutions to their problems.
In 1921, Jeppe was appointed League of Nations Commissioner for the
Protection of Women and Children in the Middle East, an appointment that
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secured her and her organization limited funding, but a substantial amount
of credibility and political and moral support. This was indeed needed as
she and other aid workers faced an enormous task: some 100.000
Armenians,79 mainly female, poor, diseased, unemployed, orphaned,
traumatized, etc., were scattered around the country, many eking out an
existence in refugee camps. Approximately 20-30.000 of the women and
children were living in Muslim captivity, victims of kidnapping, forced
marriage, rape, and sexual slavery that had become de facto instruments of
genocide from 1915 onward, as testified by numerous eyewitness accounts
and diplomatic reports.80 And more refugees were arriving every day from
the Turkish republic, where continuing nationalist policies were
instrumental in expelling almost all of the remaining Christians of the
country.
These new arrivals threatened to create increasing tensions between
Armenian refugees and local populations, making both short term and long
term solutions imperative. Jeppe began by initiating regular aid work
among Armenians in the large Aleppo refugee camp – “the city of the
20.000,” as it was called. Among other things, a soup kitchen, a medical
clinic, and a children’s home were established, alongside workshops for
boys and women. Few men or elderly women had survived the genocide,
so the various traditional Armenian handicrafts had to be basically
relearned by the new generation.81 But soon a regular industry was
established that not only gave Armenians the opportunity to be selfsupporting, but also raised funds for the overall relief effort through the
growing export of, e.g., needlework to Europe, USA, and Australia. For
Jeppe, as well as for Protestant missionaries,82 industry was also in itself
regarded as therapeutic, even redeeming – including for Armenian rape
victims, as she stated in a letter to DA board member Ivara Nyholm in
November 1924: “Some will perhaps understand the ennobling influence
this work has on the raped young women, who will be led through it back
to the spirit of their people; anyway, it is one of the means to that end.”83
Or as Jeppe expressed it in a 1925 report to the League of Nations: “We
pursue with equal intensity two aims; to rescue the women and children
and to educate the rescued and give them a proper start in the new life.”84
In order to fully understand the magnitude of the work that Jeppe and
other missionaries or aid workers, Western or Armenian, had initiated
among Ottoman Armenian survivors in Syria and elsewhere, one has not
only to look at the number of surviving victims involved, but also at the
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magnitude of the collective and individual traumas that these Armenians
had been exposed to. These traumas were a direct consequence of the
disaster that befell the Armenians during WWI: it was a genocide, an
attempted annihilation, not a civil war or a relocation gone wrong. It was
an attempt by the CUP and by many “ordinary” Turks, Kurds, etc., to
completely destroy the Ottoman Armenians as a group. Most men, the
traditional breadwinners of Armenian families, had been killed, women
had been raped in their thousands,85 children had been used as slave labour,
they had been forcibly converted, forced to speak Turkish, Kurdish, or
Arabic instead of Armenian, forget their culture; their places of worship
were systematically destroyed or converted into stables or mosques, they
were vilified, accused of being criminals or of being responsible for their
own misery. This explains why not only individual aid and rescue was
necessary, but that it was also necessary to save and regenerate the
remnants of a completely destroyed and humiliated nation. Such a longterm effort was not easy to perform, as it was imperative to educate and
train survivors as quickly as possible in order to make them be able to
provide for themselves and surviving family members. With the exception
of projects like Jeppe’s efforts at creating permanent solutions to the
refugee problem (see below), real long-term efforts were very much the
task for various Armenian organizations rather than for Western ones.86
Many of the rape victims mentioned above were among the
approximately 2000 Armenian women and children released from captivity
by Jeppe’s organization from 1921-27. This was Jeppe’s main task in her
capacity as a League of Nations commissioner, to secure the release of as
many captivated Armenians in the region as possible. Rescuing Armenian
survivors from Turkish territory had by now become near impossible,87 but
that was not the case in Syria. Direct or indirect assistance from the French
was vital in that respect, however. To name an example: when two
Armenian girls, Astrig and Asaduhi,88 who had been used as “dancing
girls,” i.e., prostitutes, by a travelling Syrian tribe, were released by
Jeppe’s organization, the Arab authorities demanded in a letter that she
returned the girls. But after having pointed out that the letter had not been
signed or approved by the French authorities, Jeppe was able to keep the
girls at the reception home.89
On a more general level the task began in earnest in 1922 when a
number of search stations were established, mainly in the Eastern parts of
Syria and along the Turkish border, and usually near French military posts
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for safety. Using these search stations as bases, a network of agents
travelled the countryside, actively searching for Armenians in Muslim
households. Since both Jeppe, the League of Nations, and the French
administration for various reasons were against using force to have the
Armenians released, stealth, bribery, and negotiations were the preferred
means. Jeppe, in her League of Nations capacity, was in fact commissioned
to work not only for the “‘reconstruction’ of families,” but also for
“‘reconciliation’ among peoples.”90 The project did, however, lead to
occasional dramatic episodes, with threats, pursuits, and the killing of an
agent, Vasil Sabagh.91 In the spring of 1922, Jeppe had established a
reception house in Aleppo, where the released women and children first of
all received medical treatment, were photographed, and had their
experiences during genocide and captivity recorded by the staff.92
Subsequently, they received education and training, not only to acquire
skills necessary to survive and to provide for themselves, but also to
become what was regarded as truly Armenian, i.e., Armenian-speaking
Christians.
In the Ottoman Empire, Apostolic Christianity, not language, was the
principal ethnic marker for Armenians. Depending on where in the empire
they lived, Armenians could be multilingual, have Turkish or Kurdish as
their mother tongue, or speak Armenian dialects that were
incomprehensible to an Armenian-speaking Armenian from another part of
the empire. But after WWI and the genocide, when national as well as
individual salvation and regeneration was of the highest priority in the
diaspora, the (Western) Armenian language was regarded and taught as
“the ‘essence’ of identity,” at the expense of other languages.93 And many
Western missionaries and aid workers consciously and actively participated
in this project of national recovery, rather than advocating assimilation or
strictly imposing “Western” rather than what was now widely regarded as
essentially “Armenian” values. As it has been stated in relation to the
numerous and all-important post-war, American-run Armenian
orphanages:
The two hundred orphanages staffed and operated by Americans
played an important role in rebuilding the lives of the children who
survived. Although the administrators of these orphanages could
have been cultural imperialists, they in fact recognized the
importance of teaching the orphans about their own history, as well
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as helping them relearn their native language, which many children
had forgotten while living in Muslim homes. The orphanages were
also vital in offering children educational opportunities; indeed, the
few survivors we interviewed who were illiterate were those who
had lost their parents in the genocide but did not grow up in
orphanages. Because American and European orphanage personnel
encouraged girls, as well as boys, to achieve educational goals, the
girls benefited from opportunities that might not have been
available to them otherwise. Many of the girls left the orphanages
to pursue nursing or teaching careers, and some of the survivors we
interviewed indicated that they had somewhat resented getting
married and adopting more conventional Armenian gender roles.
Hence, it is difficult to overestimate the importance of these
institutions in healing the wounds of the children they nurtured.
The orphanages functioned as “families” for the survivors who had
lost parents as well as siblings. Here, orphans bonded to each
other, seeking to recreate the closeness they would otherwise have
enjoyed with their own family.94
Besides from the educational efforts, Jeppe considered the most viable
long term solution to the refugee problem to be colonization. As prospects
in 1923-24 of establishing an independent national home for the Armenians
looked increasingly slimmer, and since only a limited number of
Armenians were able to migrate or make a living in the Syrian cities, Jeppe
basically took off where she left in Urfa before the war, by working with
the authorities, with the local populations, and with various Western
organizations to establish permanent agricultural settlements in the
countryside.95 This seemed not only a practical solution; it was also a
solution that suited her beliefs that city life for the Armenians would lead
to ghettoization, to moral and physical degradation, and to the loss of
Armenian culture and religion.96 Generally, Jeppe seems to have had little
trust in Western powers, the French colonial power in Syria not excluded,
to prioritize the well-being of her favoured people over political and
economic interests, and history had already proved in abundance that such
suspicions were well founded. This mistrust was the main reason why
Jeppe had at first been hesitant to accept nomination as a League of
Nations commissioner.97 She realized that the attention and sympathies of
Western nations were fleeting, and that her work had to be based on a
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much more solid, long term, and tangible foundation. That foundation was
to be the peaceful co-existence between local Armenian, Bedouin, and
Kurdish populations. Trust and lasting peace was to be literally built on the
foundations of the agricultural colonies.
To secure land for the colonies, Jeppe did not initially approach the
colonial authorities. Instead, in 1924, she contacted a Bedouin sheik,
Hadjim Pasha, who would eventually become a trusted friend. Hadjim
owned large areas to the east of the Euphrates river, in the region of the AlBalikh river, and he was interested in the assistance of Jeppe’s organization
and of skilled Armenian refugee farmers using modern agricultural
methods, to help his people transform from nomads to sedentary farmers.98
Both Hadjim and Jeppe saw Armenian colonists as potentially
modernizing, even civilizing influences, and Jeppe was furthermore
interested in striking a permanent deal with a powerful Muslim landowner
who could not only rent out land at a fair price, but could also truly protect
the Armenian settlers. To have such local Bedouin support and protection
was necessary for both practical and symbolic reasons. Jeppe’s status as
League of Nations commissioner, and the chosen pragmatic, result-oriented
approach of Jeppe and DA toward colonial authorities, necessitated that
they cooperated with these authorities. The French were a political reality,
and security for Armenians in Syria in general could not be established
without some form of French involvement – ”winning the sympathy of the
French” was important.99 But local Muslims were more likely to respect a
local Muslim protector than protection offered by French colonial forces,
and Armenian settlers needed assurance that they were protected by a force
that they believed would not desert them. In the eyes of many Armenians,
the French in Syria were not such a force, as the French, despite promises
to the contrary, had evacuated Cilicia in 1921, leaving thousands of
Armenians to be killed or expelled by Turkish nationalists.100 The colonial
authorities had in fact earlier offered to establish an agricultural settlement
near the Euphrates for Armenians, but, seemingly, few Armenians had at
that point much confidence in the French.101
For the Dane, cooperation with the authorities did not result in her
becoming an agent for colonial France, and neither did her mistrust result
in her being involved in overtly or covertly anti-colonial work or rhetoric.
Whether French colonial rule was considered by Jeppe to be malicious or
beneficial seems largely to have been measured from the point of view of
whether or not French policies were seen to be benefitting Armenians in
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Syria, overall security in the region, and Jeppe’s various enterprises. There
was contemporary Western fundamental critique of French or British
mandate rule in the region.102 But for the abovementioned reasons, and
perhaps because she considered French rule to be preferable to, say, the
return of Turkish rule, Jeppe did not seem to have fundamentally
challenged the French colonial regime. And, in the case of the colonies that
were established in Tel Armen, Tel Samen, Charp Bedros, and Tineh,
working with both Muslims and the French seemed despite occasional
setbacks, like the fear among some local Arabs that Armenians attempted
to create an independent state in the colonized areas, to be a winning
formula. As Henni Forchhammer, Danish feminist and pacifist, member of
the Danish delegation to the League of Nations, and a friend of Jeppe,103
wrote: “he colonies will certainly also attract other young Armenians from
the surrounding or wandering Arab and Kurdish tribes; the colonies will
grow naturally, and while the Armenians wait – and they still do – to come
back to ‘Armenia’ one day, they can lead a decent life here in an Armenian
environment. Together, Hadjim Pacha and the Frenchmen secure peace and
order.”104 And in a speech in Copenhagen in October 1926, Jeppe herself
stated that the heart of the matter was to get Armenians, Bedouins, and
French to cooperate to reach the goal of Armenian colonization, as well as
of security and prosperity for the displaced Armenians and for the region in
general.105
But from time to time, inherent contradictions between the objectives
of Jeppe and of the colonial authorities would lead to strained relations
between the parties. While Jeppe wanted to realize her colonization
program as independently as possible, the French wanted to supervise and
control it. And there were also clear indications that the colonial authorities
wanted to control or put a stop to Jeppe’s “disruptive” efforts to liberate
Armenians from captivity, resulting in Jeppe having to use her League of
Nation’s status and her persuasive skills to reach a compromise in Geneva
that would both satisfy the French and let her continue her work.106 More
generally, French policies in Syria were directed toward generating
revenues and consolidating their position in the mandate area, and
consolidation was attempted through the classical colonial tactics of
playing the various ethno-religious groups against each other. Among other
things, this meant that from the early 1920s, the French worked to establish
Armenians and other minorities in Syria as virtual client communities,
something which served to alienate Armenians from the Arab population.
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This was the case during and after the failed 1925-27 Druze uprising,
where small Armenian forces under French command were even used in
the bloody suppression of the uprising, although it must be noted that
Armenians played no larger role in the French colonial military in Syria
than did soldiers recruited from Muslims from other French colonies or
from local minorities such as the Alawites, Ismailis, or Assyrians.107 But
the colonial authorities subsequently revised their policies and decided
instead to support elements within the majority Arab population. Parts of
both of these colonial strategies were approved by Jeppe – in the case of
the first strategy because the French were temporarily attentive to the needs
of Armenians; in the case of the second strategy because the French now
favoured a policy of dispersing Armenians from the cities to the
countryside, which would benefit Jeppe’s colonization plans and overall
ideology. But generally, Jeppe was critical of (elements of) both strategies,
as neither strategy was in fact designed or suited to facilitate the prosperity
and security of Armenians in Syria.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It would have been easy to identify and write an article on two Danes –
travellers, writers, missionaries, diplomats, soldiers fighting for a colonial
power – who in their writings and acts simply reproduced popular
Orientalist beliefs, who unhesitatingly supported or participated in Western
colonization of “the East.” They are not far between. I have instead chosen
to write about two Danes whose acts and beliefs in these respects were
more complex, not easy to put on a formula. On his travels, Benedictsen
was seeking both insight and adventure. He was at the same time a serious,
knowledgeable, and reflective researcher and a traveller looking for
“authentic” experiences in the Orient; a compassionate humanist, cultural
relativist, and cosmopolitan and a patriotic Dane, explicitly conscious of
his own self as being different from, though not necessarily “better than,”
“the peoples of the East.” He was a secularist with no fixed set of beliefs
and a believer in spirituality, with a particular affinity for what he regarded
as the core values of Christianity, but ever conscious of what he referred to
as his own Jewish and heathen heritage.108 A believer in, and a staunch
critic of, “Western civilization”; an admirer of modern technological
advances while seeking a simple life for himself. And, ironically, because
of his Jewish heritage and what was described as his “odd” ways of
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dressing, he was himself seen by many in his native Denmark as an
outsider, as partly “Oriental,” although he was also widely respected.109
Karen Jeppe was perhaps somewhat less complicated as a person. In
Syria as well as in the Ottoman Empire, she saw her life and tasks as
difficult, but not complicated, since the goal was clear: to work for the
improvement of the life conditions of the Armenians. She had literally
found her place, and her only major worries were her failing health and the
constant pressure caused by her conviction that she could not allow herself
to lose a single political battle.110 But still, seen from the perspective of
whether or to what extent she can be seen as a typical Western proponent
of Orientalist beliefs, matters are complicated. For instance, as a result
mainly of the Armenian genocide, Jeppe did come to harbor racist beliefs
toward Turks, and she believed that reconciliation between Turks and
Armenians was impossible. At the same time she was combating racist
beliefs toward another “Oriental” people, the Armenians, and her whole
life she was working actively to promote peace, reconciliation, and
prosperity for Muslims as well as Christian Armenians the Ottoman
Empire and Syria.
As for the colonial issue, both Jeppe and Benedictsen were in fact in
the business of colonization, but of the peaceful, negotiated, nonimperialist kind, i.e., the establishment of small rural colonies in Syria for
surviving Armenians, and they were willing to work with the French and
with local Bedouins to achieve that goal. Jeppe and Benedictsen would
probably have worked with any person or regime that would allow them to
continue their work among the Armenians. But there is no evidence that
they identified themselves with or aided the French colonial project to any
significant degree. Rather, the very reason that they both continued their
work for and among the Armenians until their deaths was that they to
varying degrees identified with this “Oriental” people, not with its imperial
or colonial masters. So in this case, the obvious connections between, as
well as shared prejudices of, Western missionaries and rescue workers on
the one hand, and colonial authorities on the other hand, did not translate
into ideological or practical collaboration with the aim of initiating or
consolidating a colonial project. In a somewhat different context, it has
been stated that “[i]t was hard to play a humanitarian and an imperialistic
game at one and the same time, two horses that did not often race in the
same direction.”111 In general, Jeppe and Benedictsen tried to play the
“humanitarian game” rather than the imperialist one.
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